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Abstract. Functional data are difficult to manage for many traditional
pattern recognition techniques, given the very high (or intrinsically
infinite) dimensionality. The reason is that functional data are functions
and most algorithms are designed to work with (small) finite-dimensional
vectors. In this paper we propose a functional analysis technique to
obtain finite-dimensional representations of functional data. The key
idea is to consider each functional curve as a point in a general function
space and then project these points onto a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert
Space with the aid of a Support Vector Machine. We show some
theoretical properties of the method and illustrate the performance of
the proposed representation in clustering using a real data set.

Keywords: Support Vector Machines, Reproducing Kernel Hilbert
Spaces, Functional Data.

1 Introduction

The field of Functional Data Analysis (FDA) [7] deals naturally with data of very
high (or intrinsically infinite) dimensionality. Typical examples are functions
describing processes of interest, such as physical processes, genetic data, control
quality charts or spectral data in chemometrics. In practice a functional datum
comes as a set of discrete measured values. FDA methods first convert these
values to a function and then apply some generalized multivariate procedure
able to cope with functions.

The key idea in our proposal is to see each function as a point in a given
function space, and then to project these points onto some finite-dimensional
function subspace. The best known example of such spaces are Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS), and the usual approach to represent functions
as points in RKHS is Regularization Theory. Details will be given in Section 2.
In particular, we propose a finite-dimensional representation for functional data
based on a particular projection (given by the use of a Support Vector Machine)
of the original functions onto the subspace generated by the eigenfunctions of
the RKHS kernel.

In Section 2 we formulate the functional data representation in the context of
regularization theory, for the ε-insensitive loss function (the SVM loss function).
We also show how to approximate the eigenfunctions of the kernel when working
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with finite samples and/or sample kernel matrices. In Section 3 we illustrate the
performance of the proposed functional data representation in a clustering task
using a data set of temperature series from weather stations in Canada. Section
4 outlines some future research lines and concludes.

2 Representing Functional Data in a Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Space

We want to transform each curve (functional datum) into a point of a RKHS.
Let {ĉ1, . . . , ĉm} denote the available sample of curves. Each sampled curve ĉl

is identified with a data set {(xi,yil) ∈ X × Y }n
i=1. X is the space of input

variables and, in most cases, Y = IR. We assume that, for each ĉl, there exists
a continuous function cl : X −→ Y such that E[yl|x] = cl(x) (with respect to
some probability measure). Thus ĉl is the sample version of cl. Notice that, for
simplicity in notation, we assume that the xi are common for all the curves, as
it is the habitual case in the literature [7].

There are several ways to introduce RKHS (see [1,3,9,5]). In a nutshell, the
essential ingredient for a Hilbert function space H to be a RKHS is the existence
of a symmetric positive definite function K : X ×X → IR named Mercer Kernel
or reproducing kernel for H [1]. The elements of H , HK in the sequel, can be
expressed as finite linear combinations of the form h =

∑
s λsK(xs, ·) where

λs ∈ IR and xs ∈ X .
Consider the linear integral operator TK associated to K defined by TK(f) =∫

X
K(·, s)f(s)ds. If we impose that

∫ ∫
K2(x, y)dxdy < ∞, then TK has a count-

able sequence of eigenvalues {λj} and (orthonormal) eigenfunctions {φj} and K
can be expressed as K(x, y) =

∑
j λjφj(x)φj(y) (where the convergence is abso-

lute and uniform).
Given a function f in a function space containing HK , it will be projected to

HK using the operator TK . Thus, the projection f∗ will belong to the range of
TK : f∗ = TK(f). Applying the Spectral Theorem to TK we get:

f∗ = TK(f) =
∑

j

λj〈f, φj〉φj (1)

Next we want to obtain c∗l for each cl (the function corresponding to the
sample functional data point ĉl ≡ {(xi, yil) ∈ X×Y }n

i=1). To find the coefficients
of c∗l in eq. (1), we apply a SVM to express the approximation of ĉl in terms of
a kernel expansion. To this aim, the SVM seeks the function c∗l that solves the
following functional optimization problem [3,5] :

arg min
c∈HK

1
n

n∑

i=1

L(yi, c(xi)) + γ‖c‖2
K . (2)

where γ > 0, ‖c‖K is the norm of the function c in HK , yi = ĉi and L(yi, c(xi)) =
(|c(xi) − yi| − ε)+, ε ≥ 0 in the SVM approach [5]. Expression (2) measures the
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trade-off between the fitness of the function to the data and the complexity of the
solution (measured by ‖c‖2

K). By the Representer Theorem ([4,8]), the solution
c∗l to the functional optimization problem (2) exists, is unique and admits a
representation of the form

c∗l (x) =
n∑

i=1

αilK(xi,x), ∀x ∈ X where αi ∈ IR . (3)

Next we define two functional data representations starting from eq. (3).

2.1 Functional Data Projections in the Eigenfunctions Space

By minimizing the risk functional (2) we obtain the points c∗1, . . . c∗m in HK

corresponding to the original curves {ĉ1, . . . , ĉm}. Equation (3) gives a first ap-
proximation to the representation of each curve ĉl, namely the set of coefficients
α1l, . . . , αnl. However, this representation has a serious drawback: it is not a
continuous function in the input variables and, therefore, if we have a slightly
different sample (x′

i), may be that the corresponding y′
il are quite different, mak-

ing the representation system not valid for pattern recognition purposes:

Theorem 1. Let c be a curve, whose sample version is {(xi, yi) ∈ X × Y }n
i=1.

The representation of c in terms of the vector (α1, . . . , αn) is not continuous,
where {αi}n

i=1 are the coefficients of c∗ in (3) solved using the Support Vector
Machine: c∗(x) =

∑n
i=1 αiK(xi,x).

Proof. The number of non null terms in the sum K(x,y) =
∑

i λiφ
T (x)φ(y)

is d = min(n, r(TK)), where r(TK) is the rank of the operator TK (λj = 0 for
j > r(TK)).

c∗(x) =
n∑

i=1

αik(xi,x) =
n∑

i=1

αi

⎛

⎝
d∑

j=1

λjφj(xi)φj(x)

⎞

⎠

=
d∑

j=1

λj

(
n∑

i=1

αiφj(xi)

)

φj(x) (4)

On the other hand, by equation (1) c∗(x) =
∑d

j=1 λj〈c, φj〉φj(x). Equating to
(4) and being the {φj} a basis for HK we get: 〈g, φj〉 =

∑
i αi, φj(xi) = 〈α, φj〉.

Therefore, for any set α′ = (α′
1, . . . , α

′
n) such that 〈α′, φj〉 = 〈α, φj〉 = 〈g, φj〉

we will have that
∑n

i=1 α′
ik(xi,x) = c∗(x). Now, given the sample curve c ≡

{(xi, yi) ∈ X × Y }n
i=1, consider a ‘close’ curve cε ≡ {(xε

i , y
ε
i ) ∈ X × Y }n

i=1, such
that d(x,xε) < ε. Denote by (αε) the representation corresponding to cε. Given
that cε(x) � c∗(x) (because of the continuity of c), and using eq. (4) it will
happen that 〈αε, φj〉 � 〈α, φj〉 and, nevertheless, by the previous reasoning, αε

and α can be quite different. From an intuitive point of view, think that if there
is a small change in the sample, then one or more support vectors can change
and, therefore, the αi (that are associated to the support vectors) will change.
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The next theorem specifies our concrete proposal to obtain functional data rep-
resentations.

Theorem 2. Let c be a curve, whose sample version is ĉ ≡ {(xi, yi) ∈ X ×
Y }n

i=1. Consider the functional representation for c given by (λ∗
1, . . . , λ

∗
d), where

λ∗
j =

n∑

i=1

λ̂jαiφ̂ji , (5)

αi are given by (3), λ̂j is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector φ̂j of
the matrix KS = (K(xi,xj))i,j, and d = min(n, r(KS)). This functional repre-
sentation is continuous in the input variables.

Proof. In the ideal case where we know the expression for both the eigenfunc-
tions and eigenvalues of the kernel function K, λ∗

j =
∑n

i=1 λjαiφj(xi). However,
often we only know the matrix KS , obtained by evaluating the kernel at the
sample, and we can not know the real eigenvalues λj and their corresponding
eigenfunctions φj . We will prove the theorem for the representation given by
∑n

i=1 λjαiφj(xi), and then we show that
∑n

i=1 λ̂jαiφ̂ji converges to that value.
First we show that

∑d
j=1 λ∗

jφj(x) gives the value of c∗(x):

d∑

j=1

λ∗
jφj(x) =

d∑

j=1

(

λj

n∑

i=1

αiφj(xi)

)

φj(x) =
d∑

j=1

λj

(
n∑

i=1

αiφj(xi)

)

φj(x)

=
n∑

i=1

αi

⎛

⎝
d∑

j=1

λjφj(xi)φj(x)

⎞

⎠
n∑

i=1

αik(xi,x) = c∗(x) (6)

Given the sample curve c and a ‘close’ curve cε, and using the same notation
as in Theorem 1, if d(x, xε) < ε then c(x) � cε(x) and given that the φj are a
basis for HK , it must happen that λ∗

j � λ∗ε
j . To end the proof, we only need

to show that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of KS converge, respectively, to
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of TK : λ̂j −→ λj and φ̂ −→ φ. And this
is the case because this convergence holds always for positive-definite matrices,
including kernel functions (see [6]). For more specific theorems restricted to the
context of kernel functions, see [2].

2.2 Truncation Error Analysis

Given that the kernel expansion K(x,y) =
∑

j=1 λjφj(x)φj(y) contains at
most d = min(n, r(KS)) non null terms, we wonder about the quality of the
approximation of K [d](x,y) =

∑d
j=1 λjφj(x)φj(x) to K(x,y). If d = r(K),

then K [d] = K and there is no loss in using K [d]. If d = n, then the number
of eigenfunctions is larger than the number of data points and K [d] takes only into
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account the first n eigenvalues of K, and calling c∗[n](x) =
∑d

j=1 λ∗
jφj(x), is

immediate to prove that the truncation error is given by

Er = ‖c∗ − c∗[r]‖2 =
∑

j=d+1

λ∗2
j . (7)

As n the number of data points increases, λj → 0 (because the sum that defines
K converges) and so does the truncation error.

3 Experiments

In this first example we illustrate the behaviour of the functional data repre-
sentation with a simple data set. Figure 1, left, shows five logistic functions,
identical except for a shift, sampled at 200 points. Figure 1, right, shows the
functional representation for the five logistic functions, using a exponential ker-
nel. There are eleven non zero eigenfunctions, but there are only three active
dimensions for the this data set. The vectors representing the five functions are
all very similar, except in the seventh dimension, that seems to have captured
the only difference among the functions. Thus, in the functional data space, the
functions are represented by very similar vectors, except in one component.
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Fig. 1. Several logistic functions and their functional representations

3.1 Canadian Temperature Data Set

In this example we focus on a data set corresponding to daily series (thus sampled
at 365 points) of temperature taken at 35 different locations in Canada averaged
over the period from 1960 to 1994. This data set has been analyzed in the past
[7], but its structure has not been explained up to date. Next we show that the
functional representation we propose is the key to reveal the structure in this
functional data set.

We project the temperature curves to the RKHS defined by K(x, y) =
e{−γ‖x−y‖2}, with γ = 0.01 and calculate the coefficients αil for the curves using
a Regression SVM with ε = 1 and C = 10 (parameters fixed by cross validation).
The whole set of curves and the point in the RKHS corresponding to the city of
Quebec are shown in Figure 2. Three groups can be considered in term of the
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geographical locations of the stations. The first group is formed by 21 locations
in the south of the country, that do not suffer extremely low temperatures. The
next group, made up of Vancouver, Victoria and Pr. Rupert, contains cities with
a mild climate, and they located at the southwestern. The remaining group cor-
responds to 11 locations in the north of the country and exhibit more rigorous
winters. Figure 5 shows the location of the temperature stations.

The functional representation using coefficients in eq. (5) produces 175
nonzero eigenfunctions but only the first 50 components point out differences
between the curves. Using the 175-dimensional representations for the tempera-
ture curves, a simple hierarchical cluster method (Ward), is able to recover the
three described groups (with the exception of the cities of Winnipeg and Regina).
The curves within each cluster are shown in Figure 3. Notice that the range of
temperatures exhibited by curves within each obtained cluster fully agrees with
the described groups in the previous paragraph.
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Fig. 2. Temperature data at 35 Canada stations (left) and the serie and its regularized
version for the city of Quebec
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Fig. 3. Three clusters of temperature curves using the functional representation given
by eq. (5)
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If we use the representation given by the αi in eq. (3) the cluster analysis
fails to recover the prespecified clusters, as can be concluded by looking at the
temperature ranges of the curves in the groups shown in Figure 4. The success
of each representation method is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of errors in the cluster analysis for the three representation systems.
The ‘true’ labels are that shown in Figure 5.

Functional Data Raw Kernel RKHS
Representation Data expansion (αi) representation(λ∗

i )

Classification
Errors 12 21 2
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Fig. 4. Three clusters of the temperature curves using the coefficients of the kernel
expansion in eq. (3)

Fig. 5. Map of Canada with the three a priori clusters

4 Conclusions

In this work we have proposed a system to represent functional data, by pro-
jecting the original functions onto the eigenfunctions of a Mercel kernel. The
projection is achieved by using Support Vector Machines. A main advantage is
that we do not have to specify the basis of eigenfunctions, but we can concentrate
in the kernel, following the general philosophy of kernel methods. The proposed
representation seems to work well in the experiments, capturing the interesting
features of functional data and performing well in clustering tasks.
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Regarding future work, we want to investigate the choice of kernels appropri-
ate for preespecified tasks or data sets. The idea is to specify objective functions
in terms of distance criteria (as it happens, for instance, for principal compo-
nent analysis). Given the direct relationship existing between kernel functions
and distance functions, this gives as a method to specify optimal kernels in ad-
vance and to obtain, in consequence, optimal representation systems for given
tasks.
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